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Read the following questions, and choose the best answers.

Wealthy people always travelled to distant parts of the world to see great buildings. " distant "

means ........

cheap expensive near     far

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tourist attractions are also created to  capitalize  on legends  such as a supposed UFO crash site

near Roswell. " legend"  is closest in meaning to ...........

 people  instrument  myth  travel

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

With an area of 1,648,000 square kilometers, Iran ranks …………………. in size among countries in the

world.

fourteenth fifteenth sixteenth seventeenth

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of these issues is Not correct about dress etiquette in Iran?

Business attire is formal and conservative.

 Men should wear light colored conservative business suits.

Dress well to make a good impression.

Women should always dress modestly and cover their hair.

4-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Islam is the religion of the majority of Turks although the state is fiercely ……………… . 

secular spiritual theological Christian

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The most famous thing of Cappadocia is its stunning geological formations. "  stunning" means

......

attractive dangerous usual quiet

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Najaf also contains one of the largest cemeteries in the world."  cemeteries" means .........

mosques shrines buildings graveyards

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Lady Zeinab was taken …………….. by the army of Yazid after the massacre of her brother Hussein

in Karbala. 

captive extended betrayed passionate

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 To defend the castle inside a moat was ….. between these two walls. 

 prevent  filled removed dug
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Lebanon is located between ……………………. 

Egypt and Syria occupied Palestine and Syria 

Iran and Syria Jordan and Syria

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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 The majority of people in Cyprus are ……………… 

Greek Turk Arab French

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Which of the following is Not correct about table manner in Egypt? 

Wait for the host or hostess to tell you where to sit. 

Eat with the right hand only.

It is considered a sincere compliment to take second helpings.

Salting your food is acceptable. 

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.

 High level government officials often adhere to more western business practices."  adhere"

means .......... 

 to move on a hard surface and change the path

 to be dependent

 to continue to behave according to a particular rule

 to be independent

13-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Avoid prolonged eye ............ with women in Algeria . 

project  payment  contact clock

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All of these are correct about table manner in Tunisia except ……………….. 

Food is usually eaten by spoon.

Couscous is eaten with a tablespoon.

Only use the right hand for eating and for passing dishes.

Leave food on your plate or it will be filled up again.

15-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of these languages is Not spoken in Morocco?

Arabic Berber English French

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Which of the following items is Not part of dress etiquette in Morocco? 

Business attire is formal and conservative.

Men should wear dark colored business suits.

Women must be careful cover themselves appropriately.

Wearing expensive accessories is admirable.

17-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Greetings are crucial in Senegal." crucial" means ........

important usual  common error

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Based on Apartheid ....... 

Black people had limited political rights. Black people had no political rights.

Black people could not work. Black people could not go to school.

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Johannesburg is a vibrant city."vibrant" means ......... 

 .�
� /01               234�"�5          

 �#36�� �78�               9�	
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20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In India national census was taken in 1991." census" means in persian ...... 

<��3
� �=>6�7 �?@A �B�C"D

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Indian families will be carrying heaps of food and will invite you to have some."heaps of"  means

in Persian  ........

:E =��0� =F6 ��� =��0�  �#�

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Indian people do appreciate punctuality."appreciate" means ....... 

admire delete     prevent refuse

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of these ethnic groups do not live in Malaysia? 

Malay Chinese Thai Indian

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 The best approach is always friendly yet formal. " approach" means ........ 

solution answer  group method

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Which of the following is Not correct about meeting etiquette in China? 

Greetings are formal and the oldest person is always greeted first.

Handshakes are the most common type of greeting.

Many Chinese will look at directly at your eyes when greeting you.

Address the person by an honorific title.

26-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Tipping is becoming more commonplace especially with younger workers."  commonplace" means

......... 

usual irregular unimportant unusual

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 The oldest person in a group is always revered." revered" means .........

criticized  rejected blamed  respected

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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 Which one is not correct about dining etiquette in Japan? 

Remove your shoes before entering.

Leave your shoes toward the doorway.

Arrive on >me or no more than 5 minutes late if invited for dinner.

Unless you have been told the event is casual, dress as if you were going into the office.

29-

1.

2.

3.

4.

 In South Korea who is the one that the oldest son has the least duties to?

father  brother   son daughter

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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